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undergone hydrolysis, and the change in neutral equivalent tells
us the molecular weight of the group that has been eliminated.
Moreover, the recovered acid in contrast to the original unknown
now. shows phenolic characteristics.
With these facts, together with the physical constants, we are
now prepared to turn to the classified tables of Group IV (or to
the larger reference books if necessary) and plan additional work
for the conclusive proof of identity.
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(h) The compound, CoRo? ^u . is insoluble in water but
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soluble both in dilute alkali and dilute acid; we shall later look for
the compound in both Solubility Groups III and IV. Other indif-
ferent groups may also be present. Since nitrogen is present, the
acidic group might prove to be acidic nitrogen, but since the
I \	compound yields a reasonable value for neutral equivalent (and
1 \	a sharp end-point in titration) we provisionally assume the pres-
j	enee of a fairly strong acidic group like carboxyl.
k | ,'	Bromine is present as shown by analysis, and boiling the solu-
f	tion of the unknown in dilute alkali fails to remove halogen.
I ;	Because of its basic nature the compound is tested with acetic
* I	anhydride.    Since the reaction product is insoluble in dilute acid,
$ ''	we conclude that the unknown is either a I or II amine, but the
i <	sulfonyl chloride test in this case will not differentiate between
I ,   '    "	these two classes.    Why not?    Attempted hydrolysis by boiling
in both acid and alkaline solution (why may aqueous instead of
.  '	alcoholic solutions be used?) indicates the presence of a substance
' '	stable towards hydrolysis.
!	With this information at hand, we may now consult the tables
;	listing compounds in Groups III and IV, and plan subsequent
i \	specific tests.   A direct proof of the presence of -OCRs will
. '	probably be unnecessary.   Kjeldahl analysis for nitrogen might
have aided in the earlier stages of analysis as well as in presenta-
tion of final evidence,

